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Current Program Level Recommended Lessons Activity/Level Completion

Prioritize instruction based on the 
number of students working in each 
program level or proficiency band.

Prioritize the lessons automatically 
recommended in the myLexia 
educator platform.

Prioritize listening and speaking 
practice with Lexia Lessons®  
when students have completed 
an activity and Lexia Skill Builders® 
delivery when students have 
completed a full level in the  
student program.

Why?

• Reinforce concepts and skills 
from the student program  
with small-group or whole- 
class instruction

• Preteach lessons to allow  
students to preview the skills  
and language frames they will 
be learning

• Provide opportunities for peer-
to-peer conversation practice

Why?

• Offer targeted speaking and  
listening skills practice for 
students in need of additional 
support based on their 
performance in the student 
program

• Personalize instruction and 
conversation practice to support 
the varying learning needs of all 
students

Why?

• Consolidate knowledge through 
academic conversations to  
help students synthesize 
language skills

• Support and enrich students’ 
oral and written expression, 
peer collaboration, and oral 
presentation skills

How to use this guide

This step-by-step resource will help you:

• Identify your students’ instructional needs and priorities based on  
their performance in the Lexia® English Language Development® program

• Make instructional resource and student grouping decisions for purposeful  
peer-to-peer conversation practice 

• Establish a clear instructional purpose and plan for teacher-facilitated instruction

Plan for Practice Groups to Support Designated ELD Instruction  
With Proven Lexia® English Language Development®

Step 1: Identify Instructional Priorities for Designated ELD
You may use the Practice Groups Report in myLexia® to strategically group students for conversational practice
based on a variety of instructional needs and priorities. Consider the following options before reviewing how to
access the relevant data within the report on the next page.
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Identify Instructional Priorities for Designated ELD Using the Practice Groups Report

Current Program Level 
Prioritize instruction based 
on the number of students 
working in each program level 
or proficiency band.

• Refer to Steps 1 and 2 in 
the Practice Groups Report 
Guide to determine your 
students’ current program 
levels.

• Review the activity names to 
understand what speaking, 
listening, and grammar skills 
students in that level are 
learning (e.g. Explaining with 
Javier using Prepositions).

Even when students haven’t yet 
started an activity, you can still 
include them in a lesson group. 
This will allow them to preview 
the skills and language frames 
they will be learning.

A

B

Recommended Lessons 
Prioritize the lessons 
automatically recommended 
in the myLexia® educator 
platform.

• Refer to Step 3 in the Practice  
Groups Report Guide to view 
students in need of teacher- 
led instruction to support 
their learning.

• Refer to Step 4 in the 
Practice Groups Report 
Guide to prioritize lessons  
to deliver.

C

D

Activity/Level Completion 
Prioritize listening and speaking 
practice with Lexia Lessons 
when students have completed 
an activity and Skill Builder 
delivery when students have 
completed a full level in the 
student program.

• Presentation Scores for 
all three encounters 
indicate the activity has 
been completed. Three 
encounter scores across all 
four activities in the level 
indicate the level has been 
completed.

E
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E
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C

D

https://www.lexialearningresources.com/rse/licensed/guides_manuals/lp/myLexia-reports-Practice-Groups-LE.html
https://www.lexialearningresources.com/rse/licensed/guides_manuals/lp/myLexia-reports-Practice-Groups-LE.html
https://www.lexialearningresources.com/rse/licensed/guides_manuals/lp/myLexia-reports-Practice-Groups-LE.html
https://www.lexialearningresources.com/rse/licensed/guides_manuals/lp/myLexia-reports-Practice-Groups-LE.html
https://www.lexialearningresources.com/rse/licensed/guides_manuals/lp/myLexia-reports-Practice-Groups-LE.html
https://www.lexialearningresources.com/rse/licensed/guides_manuals/lp/myLexia-reports-Practice-Groups-LE.html
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Step 2: Select Instructional Resource(s) for Designated ELD
Lexia’s teacher-facilitated resources, as a component of Lexia’s powerful Adaptive Blended Learning model, provide 
opportunities to practice the skills introduced in the student program. Lexia Lessons and Lexia Skill Builders can be 
flexibly integrated into classroom routines based on instructional goals and student needs.

The following instructional resources are available at each program level, accessible from myLexia or in the Lexia 
English Resources Hub. Choose the resource(s) most relevant to the needs identified in Step 1.

Lexia Lessons for Speaking Practice Lexia Lessons for Listening Practice

Speaking Lessons provide a time for students to do  
the talking and for teachers to provide corrective 
feedback, using language frames to support 
academic conversations.

Listening Lessons offer students a chance to practice 
targeted skills in listening comprehension by engaging 
with select listening passages.

Lexia Lessons Slide Decks Lexia Skill Builders

Slide Decks are designed for live participation and can 
be used as a complement to printable Lexia Lessons in 
the classroom or in a remote learning environment.

Skill Builders help students further engage with content 
from the student program through writing tasks and 
speaking routines focused on oral presentation skills.
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Step 3: Make Student Grouping Decisions for Designated ELD
Lexia Lessons and Lexia Skill Builders can each be incorporated into classroom routines in a variety of ways, including 
whole-class instruction, small-group activities, and independent work. Lexia Lessons and each Skill Builder section can 
be delivered in 10 to 20 minutes and follow the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model (I do - We do - You do) to build 
student autonomy and competence with the targeted language skills.

Consider the student grouping options below as you determine how to address the instructional priorities identified in 
Step 1 using the instructional resource(s) selected in Step 2.

Individual Small Group Whole Class

Lexia Lessons Why?

• Target specific skills with 
individualized instruction 
to help all students be 
successful.

• The personalized 
approach of Lexia Lessons 
Slide Decks supports the 
varying needs of  
all students.

Why?

• Lessons provide 
educators with guidance 
on how to facilitate small-
group instruction and 
academic conversation.

Why?

• All students can benefit 
from practice engaging in 
academic conversations.

• Engage and motivate 
students with interactive 
activities and visual 
elements by projecting 
Lexia Lesson Slide Decks 
in person or through 
a video conferencing 
platform.

Lexia Skill  
Builders

Why?

• Several tasks are 
designed for independent 
practice in preparation 
for peer collaboration.

Why?

• Opportunities for 
peer feedback and 
collaboration are 
embedded in the design 
of Skill Builders.

Why?

• Scaffolding suggestions 
support Emergent 
Bilingual students at 
different stages of 
language development.

• Oral presentations 
increase student  
talk time.

Both Why?

• A teacher or tutor can 
serve as a model and 
conversational partner, 
targeting specific student 
needs tasks; activities 
can be broken down into 
smaller steps for intensive 
practice.

Why?

• Students are engaged 
in conversations right 
away through the use 
of language frames, a 
scaffolding technique 
embedded in the student 
program and resources.

Why?

• Language frames are 
applicable in a variety 
of academic contexts 
when content words are 
swapped in/out.

• More advanced peers 
can serve as language 
models.
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Contact the Lexia  
California Team  
to learn more.

Step 4: Establish an Instructional Purpose and Plan for Designated ELD
Lexia Lessons and Lexia Skill Builders can be used for preteaching, teaching, and reteaching. Consider how the 
instructional priorities, resource(s), student group(s), and instructional purpose will influence your plan for instruction, 
including:

• Modifications to the activities

• Additional scaffolding students may require

• Delivery of the material (when, where, and how)

• Preparation required

• Plans to evaluate student progress

Preteaching Teaching 
(Targeted Support)

Reteaching
(Conversation Practice 

and Enrichment)

Why?

• Exposing students to content 
they will encounter in the student 
program supports motivation 
and success in activities.

• Building background knowledge 
and schema through scaffolded 
instruction supports student 
learning.

Why?

• Providing explicit instruction 
supports students with the 
precise skills they encounter in 
the student program.

• Target specific speaking and 
listening skills when students are 
identified as needing additional 
support.

Why?

• Reinforcing concepts and skills 
from the student program 
through conversation practice, 
oral and written expression, 
peer collaboration, and oral 
presentations consolidates 
learning and increases language 
application across a variety  
of contexts.
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Lexia®, a Cambium Learning Group company, is a leader in science of reading- 

based solutions. For 40 years, the company has focused on pre-K–12 literacy  

and today provides solutions for every student and educator. With a complete offering  

of professional learning, curriculum, and embedded assessment, Lexia helps more 

learners read, write, and speak with confidence. For more information,  

visit www.lexialearning.com.

© 2023 Lexia, a Cambium Learning® Group company. Lexia®, Lexia® English Language Development®, and other trademarks, 
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